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This invention relates to applicator devices of 
the kind employed to spread ?owable liquid sub 
stances upon a desired surface and which com 
prise a hollow ?exible walled body part having a 
slit through which the substance contained with 
in the body part can be extruded or dispensed 
onto said surface by pressure applied to the body 
part to open the slit, the body part being provided 
with a surface by which the deposited substance 
gan be spread upon the surface by a wiping ac 
ion. 
The advantages of these applicator devices for 

use in applying mucilage have long been'recog 
nized but hitherto the known such devices have 
been limited in use to the applying and spreading 
of highly viscous substances of the consistency of 
mucilage or liquid glue. - 

It is an object of the present invention to pro 
vide an applicator device of the above described 
kind which is'adapted to the successful applica 
tion and spreading of relatively freely ?owing 
liquids, such as liquid polishes. ' 
This invention also has for its object to pro 

vide an improved applicator device of the above 
de?ned kind which has a novel form of spreading 
surface and disposition of the extruding slit with 
respect thereto, whereby the device can be em 
ployed to apply and spread relatively freely flow 
ing liquid substances, such as liquid polishes, in 
a well de?ned and controlled manner. 
These and other objects and advantages of the 

invention will appear clear from a consideration 
of the following description and claims in con 
junction with the drawings in which: 

Fig. I is an elevational view of one form of ap- " 
plicator device in accordance with the invention, 
looking upon the side wall thereof containing the 
dispensing or extruding slit, 

Fig. II is an end view of Fig. I, 
Fig. III is a plan view of Fig. I, 
Fig. IV is an elevational view similar to Fig. I, 

but looking on the opposite side thereof, and 
Fig. V is a perspective view showing the appli 

cator device applied to a bottle or container in 
operative position. 

Referring to the drawings, the applicator 
‘device, in the form of a hollow body part, is indi 
cated generally at It! and comprises a cylindrical 
portion 12, shaped to receive a container top M 
as shown in Fig. 'v‘. The ring i6 and the asso 
ciated annular groove 18 are incorporated to 
assist in holding, the applicator It] on the con 
tainer top H3‘, especially with the type of bottle 
neck having a projecting annular bead at its 
uppermost gnaw-1d i9 make easier the task of 
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attaching the applicator “on any kind of a con 
tainer top, since the ring and groove add to the 
flexibility of the'cylindrical portion l2. 
Moulded in one piece with the cylindrical por 

tion '52 the body part is formed with a front wall 
22, a rear ‘wall 24, the end walls 26, and atop end 
wall 28. The body portion encloses and de?nes 
the cavity 30 which communicates with the open 
end 32 of the cylindrical portion l2. 
The front wall 22 is provided with a transverse 

slit- 3!! which provides communication between 
the outside of the applicator l0 and the cavity 
3%], thereby providing a passage for the flow of 
liquid from the inside of the bottle neck l4, 
through the cylindrical portion [2, the cavity 38 
and the slit 3G, and out onto the surface upon 
which the liquid substance is required to be 
spread. The slit 34 is positioned in the front wall 
22 adjacent the top end wall 28, and in slightly 
spaced relation to the latter as shown. 
The spreader surface comprises a number of 

ribs 38 moulded on the top end wall 28'. These 
ribs are triangular in shape, and extend edgewise 
from the wall 23. However, these ribs may be 
otherwise shaped. The ribs 38 are formed with 
rear edges 4!) which join the wall 23 at a distance 
from the edge 42. The rear edges 4!) are thus cut 
short and do not extend over the edge 42, and 
thereby quickly and readily identify the rear side 
of the applicator H] as the side which is not to 
be placed on the surface to which the substance 
is to be applied, and the side which will not fur 
nish the liquid through the slit 34. 
The front edges 44 of the ribs 38 are shaped to 

extend out over the edge 48 for a short distance, 
and overhang the front wall 22, and the slit 34, 
for a purpose as will appear later. I have found 
that the thickness of the ribs 38 should be approx 
imate the width of the space between two adja 
cent ribs, for best results. 
The two ribs 38 situated at the opposite ends 

of the transverse assembly thereof, are formed 
with their outside walls making a smooth joint 
with the ends walls 26. Formed as a, forward 
extension of the latter and positioned on the front 
wall 22, are a pair of retaining flanges 48 having 
their upper ends 50 formed contiguous with the 
lower forwardly extending edges of the outside 
ribs 38, and tapering oil‘ in a wedge shape below. 
These retaining ?anges function to hold the 
“thin” liquid in what amounts to an inverted 
trough, so that, even though a very fast flow may 
be obtained, very little of the liquid emerging 
from the slit 34 will ?nd its way outside the path 
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traveled by the‘ spreader and wiping surface as 
constituted by the ribs 38. 
In operation, the applicator is attached to a 

bottle or can containing a supply of the substance 
to be applied and spread, the bottle is inverted, 
?lling the cavity 30 with the substance, and the 
front edge 44 of the assembly of ribs is brought 
into contact with the surface to which it is desired 
to- apply the substance with the applicator posi 
tioned as shown in Fig. V. The applicator is then 
wiped over the surface while at the same time 
pressure is applied to open the slit 34 to thereby 
allow the substance to escape from the cavity 30. 
When used, with a very thin liquid, it will be 

found that a large quantity of liquid will ?ood out 
of the slit 34 and down around the ribs 38. This 
?ood of liquid will ?ow into the channels between 
the ribs 38 and onto the surface to be spread and, 
due to its thin consistency, will tend to spread 
evenly over the path covered by the spreader ribs 
38. The retaining walls 48 tend to keep the liquid 
within the path of the spreader ribs 38, so- that 
the latter are able to distribute the liquid in a 
series of extending channels. 
Having described my invention, what I claim as ‘*1 

new and desire to protect by Letters Patent is: 
1. In a container top applicator of the type 

having a hollow body portion adaptable to be 
placed in communication with the liquid-holding 
interior of a container, a substantially ?at front 1 
wall having a slit de?ned therein for communica— 
tion with the interior of said body portion, a 
spreader surface in the form of a serrated mem 
ber mounted on one end of said front wall adja- _‘ 
cent said slot and longitudinally spaced from said 
slot, said spreader surface projecting over the one 
end of said front wall in a series of spaced pro 
jections, and a pair of retaining walls formed ad 
jacent the edges of said front wall and projecting 
outwardly therefrom from a point adjacent said 
spreader surface to a point adjacent the end of 
said wall opposite to said spreader surface, said 
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retaining walls and said front wall de?ning a 
trough into which liquid is discharged through 
said slit from the interior of said body portion. 

2. An applicator device of the character de 
scribed comprising a rubber-like body of hollow 
construction having opposite side walls of ?exible 
structure and a closed end wall, a transversely 
extending slit in one of said side walls, a spreader 
surface in the form of spaced ribs integral with 
said end wall and projecting from the exterior 
surface of said end wall, marginal ?ange struc 
ture projecting from the face of one of said 
?exible side walls having said slit de?ned there 
in to provide a trough with said face to direct 
?uid discharged through said slit from within said 
hollow body into the space between said ribs 
‘constituting said spreader surface. 
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